
Created With ROI in Mind

For Life Sciences organizations, the projects are long and documentation 
requirements are longer. With documents spanning hundreds of paragraphs and 
often multiple years for a typical publishing process, implementing a solution that is 
actually designed for the industry can be the difference between achieving the next 
big breakthrough—or getting lost somewhere in copy and paste.

Docuvera’s SCA solution
Bring the familiarity of desktop publishing to medical 
authoring, with the added capabilities of reusing in 
approved blocks of content for all users—all from one 
platform. With Docuvera you can improve efficiency, 
experience fewer errors, and meet more project 
deadlines for a boost to overall ROI.

Reusing content? Save time with SCA
Efficiency is the key to unlocking ROI. With Docuvera, 
reusable content increases output and productivity—
saving valuable time and money. Assemble new 
documents from pre-approved components, or 
recreate them with slight modifications. Approved 
components can reduce the risk or errors and 
omissions from happening, which helps efficiency 
throughout the process. Or, update your documents 
as source information changes, such as errors 
or omission corrections, and propagate to local 
documents. Best of all, once approved blocks are 
locked in reviewers can skip directly to new content.

Use SCA to start—and finish —strong
When multiple authors and reviewers can work  
from one platform, your organization can collaborate 
with ease. Docuvera helps authors spend less time 
sharing and styling content. Editing with multiple 
authors replaces complicated check-in/out models, 
while stylesheets and templates can be globally used 
and applied.

Say “Goodbye” to manually searching for content; 
metadata makes navigating a breeze. No more 
creating data submissions to accompany document 
submissions—component content automatically has 
correct metadata associated with it. 

Stop worrying about having to create different binary 
files from the same content; multiple file types can 
be produced from one set of content. This means 
recreating content for new channels (e.g., chatbots) 
component content can be used in an omnichannel 
way, and your authors can take advantage of efficient 
translation workflows.
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SCA minimizes opportunities for errors
When you can reuse approved content, you will 
experience less need to rework errors as well as 
fewer omissions or inconsistencies. Reusing locked 
components eliminates errors, while content 
alignment reporting shows when content has been 
modified from the source. Change orders and 
deviations can capture document changes in content 
and allows for separate approval processes.

With Docuvera, efficiently reach even 
the tightest of deadlines
It’s time to switch to a solution designed for Life 
Sciences. When your organization can easily access 
and reuse approved content, stylesheets and audit 
trails, or rely on versioning control and collaborate all 
from one platform, you’ll see fewer errors, omissions, 
and inconsistencies overall. Docuvera delivers for 
authors, reviewers and publishers, which means 
meeting deadlines consistently and driving more 
revenue, more rapidly. 
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Docuvera is an integrated, cloud-based structured component authoring (SCA) 
solution that allows organizations to create, share, and manage regulatory documents 
more efficiently. Developed by ASC, a world leader in component-based authoring 
solutions, Docuvera was explicitly designed to focus on the needs of the Life Sciences 
industry. By combining familiar interfaces with innovative technology solutions and 
databases, Docuvera brings consistency and greater compliance to the Life Sciences 
documentation process. Visit https://docuvera.com/ to learn more.

Get a personalized demo

For new content, audit trails allow users 
to track the source of issues and perform 
corrective actions, via: 

Project and component modifications.

Versioning control with approved versions 
archived

Workflows that consist of reviews,  
approvals and exports.
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